CONTINUOUS BREACH PREVENTION
Stop Breaches and gain threat knowledge with the integrated solution
from CrowdStrike and E8 Security

IMMEDIATE TIME-TO-VALUE:
• Analyze endpoint behavior retrospectively
to discover threat activity that’s been hiding
within your network unchecked, sometimes
for long periods.
• Reveal unusual and suspicious endpoint
behaviors that normally fly under the radar.
• Get a single source of who’s on your

THE THREAT LANDSCAPE EVOLVES CONSTANTLY:
Stay ahead of adversaries with an advanced,
scalable joint solution that enables customers
to seamlessly integrate CrowdStrike’s Falcon
Platform into E8 Security’s Fusion Platform to
prevent known threats, detect signs of previously
unknown threat behavior, and respond quickly
before a breach occurs.

network and what they’re up to.

JOINT SOLUTION FEATURES:
• Provides expanded visibility and streamlined
alerting. Full visibility within your organization,
including unprotected devices unexpectedly
hopping onto your network, all while prioritizing
alerts and contextual awareness.
• Extends advanced detection to your endpoints
and beyond. Detect anomalous and suspicious
user and network behavior for each entity in
your organization.

	STOP BREACHES - Prevent both malware
and malware-free attacks

• Eliminates the long investigative process. Users,
devices, and IP addresses are automatically

	5-SECOND VISIBILITY - To discover

connected and tied to correlated events and alerts,

and investigate current and historic

providing full visibility and streamlining your

endpoint activity

team’s investigation.

	CLOUD POWERED - Lower cost and effective
performance with cloud delivery 24/7

COMBAT ADVANCED ATTACKS WITH CROWDSTRIKE AND E8 SECURITY
HARNESSING NEXT-GEN ENDPOINT SECURITY WITH ADVANCED
BEHAVIORAL ANALYTICS

Falcon Intelligence feeds
actionable insights on the top threat
actors, attack vectors, and threat
intelligence trends into the Falcon
Platform.

Falcon Insight sits on the endpoint
alerting on suspicious activity that
would be invisible to traditional
malware-centric defenses, integrating
with E8 Security’s Fusion Platform to
provide unrivaled network visibility
and actionable intelligence.

The Fusion Platform automatically
learns and discovers behavioral
threat indicators unknown to security
analysts so they know where to spend
their time, resulting in an accelerated
investigative process.

FOCUSED AND PROACTIVE EVENT MANAGEMENT

ATTRIBUTING AND MITIGATING ADVANCED THREATS

CHALLENGE:

CHALLENGE:

Cutting through the overwhelming volume of alerts

Effectively identifying and attributing threats

to successfully defend the network.

before they spread.

SOLUTION:

SOLUTION:

CrowdStrike hunts for and identifies malware and

Crowdstrike and E8 Security detect advanced

malware-free threats on the endpoint, while seamlessly

attacks and unknown threat-related behaviors.

sending event activity to E8 Security’s Fusion Platform,

By identifying the "who" behind every alert,

providing you with advanced analytics on user and

CrowdStrike and E8 Security correlate related events

endpoint activity.

into a single view, enabling you to respond quickly
before a breach occurs.

CUSTOMER BENEFIT:
Extend your team’s field of vision and tactical awareness

CUSTOMER BENEFIT:

without increasing their workload. Shift from a reactive

Eliminate the long investigative process and

response to proactive security.

significantly decrease response times.

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE

ABOUT E8 SECURITY

CrowdStrike is the leader in cloud-delivered next-generation endpoint

E8 Security is transforming security operations by automating the learning

protection. CrowdStrike has revolutionized endpoint protection by being the

of user and device behaviors to discover malicious activity unknown to

first and only company to unify next-generation antivirus, endpoint detection

security analysts, resulting in improved alert quality and accelerated

and response (EDR), and a 24/7 managed hunting service – all delivered via

investigations to make security operations more proactive. E8 Security raises

a single lightweight agent.

the bar, as the first behavioral analytics vendor to make it easier for security
teams to quickly identify unknown threat behaviors across endpoints,
users and networks.
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